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Introduction
Combinatorial Chemistry and Combinatorial Technology
(CC/CT) are a new interdisciplinary field joining computerassisted combinatorial chemistry with automated parallel synthesis of chemical ìlibrariesî followed by automated screening.
The main purpose of computer assisted combinatorial
chemistry is to generate thousands structurally diverse compounds as libraries, maximising their diversity, which are then
considered in an experimental parallel automated synthesis
and screening on the basis of their properties. The key issue is
to integrate all important steps of CC/CT in a single, multidisciplinary approach.
This nascent technology already produced more new compounds in just a few years than the pharmaceutical industry
did in its entire history.
Combinatorial chemistry has turned traditional chemistry
upside down. It required chemists not to think in terms of synthesizing single, well-characterized compounds but in terms
of simultaneously synthesizing large populations of compounds. It also required that those people involved with information management and computational chemistry systems
address these same issues as the chemists.
While CC/CT had the greatest impact on the drug industry,
combinatorial methods need not be restricted to pharmaceutical applications. Whenever high numbers of compounds have
to be prepared for testing, this technique can be used. For
example, agricultural research, new materials and new catalysts research and development stand to gain from this technology. However, for the time being, main emphasis is still on
pharmaceutical research. Most major pharmaceutical companies are active in the field. It is generally accepted that the
method has a great potential for finding leads in the drug
discovery process where the technology is expected to contribute to the reduction in time and cost.
Many countries have emphasized the urgent need to get

acquainted with Combinatorial Technologies in order to enable local enterprises to remain competitive and economically
viable in the coming decades and gain expertise on application
practices of combinatorial technology. In view of global competition, CC/CT together with molecular modeling may be
considered as powerful tools for the implementation and/or the
increase of a countryís capabilities in drug design, agrochemistry, new materials and new catalysts. The above considerations become even more significant if it is taken into account
that many countries have abundant natural resources which are
presently well below their proper exploitation. Combinatorial
chemistry can enhance the potential of these resources.

Combinatorial Technologies
Combinatorial approaches were originally based on the
premise that the probability of finding a molecule in a random
screening process is proportional to the number of molecules
subjected to the screening process. In its earliest expression,
the primary objective of combinatorial chemistry focused on
the simultaneous generation of large numbers of molecules
and on the simultaneous screening of their activity. Following
this approach, the success rate to identify new leads is greatly
enhanced, while the time required is considerably reduced.
The development of new processes for the generation of
collection of structurally related compounds (libraries) with
the introduction of combinatorial approaches has revitalized
random screening as a paradigm for drug discovery and has
raised enormous excitement about the possibility of finding
new and valuable drugs in short times and at reasonable costs
(Figure 1).
However the advent of this new field in drug discovery did
not obscure the importance of ìclassicalî medicinal chemistry
approaches, such as computer-aided rational drug design and
QSAR for example, but catalyzed instead their evolution to
complement and to be integrated with combinatorial technologies.
STRATEGIES
Conventional

Combinatorial

ñ One molecule at a time
ñ Make → Purity → Test
ñ hudreds of molecules
a month
ñ Slower lead generation
ñ High risk of failure

ñ Many molecules at a time
ñ Make → Test → Purity
ñ Thousands of molecules
a month
ñ Faster leads generation
ñ Low risk of failure

Synergy
LEAD IDENTIFICATION
Fig. 1. Principal characteristics of conventional vs. combinatorial
strategy of drug discovery
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PEPTIDES CHEMICAL DIVERSITY

mechanism by which these drugs exhibit their effect. Because
of this, the exploration of carbohydrate molecular diversity has
the potential for identifying novel agents with enhanced potency (Figure 3).

Given a linear amino acid sequence of n residues
X 1 ñ X2 ñ X 3 ñ X4 ñ Ö ñ X n
the total number of different peptides obtainable equals to:
yn

The Need for Combinatorial Technologies

n = peptide length
y = number of different amino acids used in the synthesis
(usually 18)
n=3
5.832 peptides
n = 4 104.976 peptides

n = 5 1.889.568 peptides
n = 6 34.012.224 peptides

Fig. 2. Number of compounds (peptides) generated by combinatorial approach

Drug discovery in the past has been based traditionally
about the random screening of collections of chemically synthesized compounds or extracts derived from natural sources,
such as microorganisms, bacteria, fungi, plants, of terrestrial
or marine origin or by modifications of chemicals with known
physiological activities (Figure 4).
SOURCES OF MOLECULAR DIVERSITY

The word ìcombinatorialî appeared in the scientific literature at the beginning of the í90, but the generation of the first
combinatorial libraries can be dated back to the beginning of
the í80. The first reports dealt with the simultaneous production of collection of chemically synthesized peptides, produced by solid phase methods on solid supports2-6. Peptides
were particularly suited for combinatorial synthesis given the
well established synthetic protocols available, the great number of different molecules attainable, and the potential to generate leads of biological and pharmaceutical value (Figure 2).
The use of peptide libraries was greatly accelerated by the
introduction of biological methods for library preparation,
such as the phage display technology, which provided interesting advantages over the synthetic counterpart7,8. At the
same time, the first papers on the generation of oligonucleotide
libraries appeared in the literature9,10, suggesting thus the
possibility to extend the applicability of combinatorial approaches even to other classes of synthetic or natural oligomeric compounds, such as carbohydrates. There are many
important biologically active glyco-conjugate drugs whose
carbohydrate constituents are associated with the molecular

ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ

Plant extracts
Microbial extracts
Collection of chemical compounds (synthetic)
Oligonucleotide libraries (biological or synthetic)
Oligosaccharide libraries
Chemical compounds libraries (synthetic)
Peptide libraries (biological or synthetic)
LIBRARIES

Collection of structurally related compounds (peptides, oligonucleotides, oligosaccharides, organic molecules) obtainable by chemical or biological means simultaneously as
a mixture and screened for activity as a mixture of compounds,
without any isolation protocol step. Identification of active
compounds derives from the synthesis/production protocol
used to generate the library. Great acceleration of leads identification since millions of different compounds can be screened simultaneously.
Fig. 4. The basic sources of molecular diversity and definition of
libraries

COMBINATORIAL DIVERSITY GENERATION
Oligometric Space
Chemical Synthesis

Biochemical Synthesis
Enzymatic Synthesis

Organisms

Biological Oligomers

Chemical Oligomers

Biological Oligomers

Biological Oligomers

ñ peptides
ñ oligonucleotides
ñ oligosaccharides

ñ peptoides
ñ PNA
ñ vinylogous peptoids
ñ tertiary amines
ñ morpholines
ñ ethylene glycols
ñ hydroxymethyl
pyrrolidinones
ñ carbamates
ñ pyrrolinones β turn
mimetics

ñ RNA
ñ DNA
ñ polysomes
ñ modified DNA/RNA
ñ random chemistry
oligomers

ñ Phage proteins
ñ bacterial membrane
proteins
ñ peptide-plasmids

Fig. 3. Diversity of compounds generated by combinatorial approach
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From Synthesis to Approval

16
Years
12
8
4
0
1963ñ69

1970ñ79

1980ñ89 1990ñ95
Decade

Fig. 5. Time needed for new drugs development in the last decades;
FDA, clinical, preclinical

FACTORS AFFECTING STRATEGY CHANGES
IN DRUG DISCOVERY
1. Biotechnology (genomics):
provides molecular targets of therapeutic relevance (receptors, hormones, proteins).
2. Combinatorial Technology:
provide the possibility of generating huge collections of
molecules which are simultaneously produced with a built
ñ in decoding capability.
3. High Throughput Screening (HTS):
provides the possibility of handling many assays at the
same time.
Fig. 6. Key factors affecting drug discovery

This approach has resulted in many important drugs, however the ratio of novel to previously discovered compounds
has diminished with time. In addition, this process is very time
consuming and expensive. A limiting factor is the restricted
number of molecules available or extract samples to be screened, since the success rate in obtaining useful lead candidates
depends directly upon the number of samples tested. Chemical
synthesis of new chemical entities often is a very laborious
task, and additional time is required for purification and chemical characterization. The average cost of creating a new
molecular entity in a pharmaceutical company is around 7500
USD/compound1. Generation of natural extracts, while very
often providing interesting new molecular structures endowed
with biological properties leads to mixtures of different compounds at different concentrations, making thus activity comparisons very difficult. In addition, once activity is found in
a specific assay, the extract needs to be fractionated in order
to identify the active component. Quite often, the chemical
synthesis of natural compounds is extremely difficult, making
thus the lead development to in a new drug a very complex
task. The time and cost needed for the development of new
drugs have been increasing steadily during the past three
decades (Figure 5).
Estimated costs for introducing a new drug in the market
now reach around 300ñ400 millions USD, and this process
takes around 12ñ14 years after their original discovery. This
increase in time and cost is due mainly to the extensive clinical
studies of new chemical entities required by competent regu-

latory agencies, such as the Food and Drug Administration,
and to a lesser extent to the increased costs associated to
research. The time and cost required for clinical and preclinical
evaluation of new drugs is not likely to decrease in the near
future, and as a consequence, a key issue for pharmaceutical
companies to stay in the market has been to increase the
number of new drugs in their development pipeline. While the
pharmaceutical industry was demanding more rapid and cost
effective approaches to lead discovery, the advent of new
methodologies in molecular biology, biochemistry, and genetics, led to the identification and production of an ever increasing number enzymes, proteins, receptors, involved in biological processes of pharmacological relevance, but also to good
candidates for the development of screening assay, complicated even more this scenario. The introduction of combinatorial technologies provided an unlimited source of new compounds, capable to satisfy all these needs (Figure 6).

Applicability of Combinatorial Technologies
Up to now many active compounds have been selected to
date following combinatorial methodologies, and a considerable number of those have progresses to in clinical trials.
However, combinatorial chemistry and related technologies
for producing and screening large number of molecules find
useful applications also in other industrial sectors not necessarily related to pharmaceutical industry. Emerging fields of
application of combinatorial technologies are the diagnostic,
the down-stream processing, the catalysis, and the new material sectors. In the first case, CC can be successfully applied
to the identification of previously unknown epitopes recognized by antibodies in biological fluids associated to pathological conditions.
Combinatorial Technologies have been applied also to the
identification of new macromolecules endowed with catalytic
activity for reactions where natural enzymes are inactive. This
application even if still at the early stage, is calling considerable attention from the industrial sector, since the availability
of new enzymes may reduce the production costs of many
chemicals.

Combinatorial Tools
A broad variety of new synthesis and screening methods
are currently grouped under the term combinatorial. These
methods include parallel chemical synthesis and testing of
multiple individual compounds or compounds mixtures in
solution, synthesis, and testing of compounds on solid supports, and biochemical or organism-based synthesis of biological oligomers coupled to selection and amplification strategies. Fully automated instruments for the synthesis and for the
screening of libraries of compounds are integrated tools in
combinatorial technologies, as well as computer assisted approaches for library design. A very important class of molecular libraries is represented by peptide libraries. Peptides are
particularly suitable for the construction of libraries since
a high degree of structural diversification can be easily achieved simply by varying the peptide sequence length or by the
introduction of different amino acids other than those naturally
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HIGH THROUGHPUT SCREENING REDISGNING
DRUG DISCOVERY THROUGH HTS
Automation
Synthesis

Compound Dissolution
& Distribution Assay

High Throughput

ñ Compound Weighing & Dissolving
ñ Compound Distribution
to 96 Well Plates
ñ Coding
ñ Replication of Microplates

ñ Suitably arranged libraries
ñ Assay method Configured
for Automation
ñ Robotic Work Station
ñ Computerized data
Management

Fig. 7. Role of automation in CC/CT

COMBINATORIAL CHEMISTRY
occurring. The number of different peptides obtainable by
a combinatorial approach is governed by the simple formula:
N = bx
where N is the total number of molecules obtainable, b is the
number of residues used in the construction of the library and
x is the sequence length. Generation of synthetic peptide
libraries generally follow the divide:couple:recombine process2,5 (DCR), where different aliquots of resin for solid phase
synthesis are treated separately with solutions containing different activated amino acids, which are after coupling, recombined, mixed, and then divided again in different aliquots. The
process is then repeated several times until the desired length
of the library is accomplished.
Peptide libraries could be synthesized even manually in
the laboratories where Combinatorial chemistry should be
applied without investments.
Another important aspect of combinatorial chemistry is the
analytical characterization of molecular libraries. Since a considerable number of different molecules are tested separately
or in combination, analytical data should indicate that all the
expected components are occurring with a comparable degree
of purity. Amino acid analysis by TOF-MALDI mass spectrometry for peptide libraries quality control is often used. The
amino acid analysis is useful mainly for the characterization
of amino acid-based libraries (peptides, benzodiazepines, hydantoins).
Different techniques such as Electrospray (ES), Matrix
Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (MALDI), Fast Atom
Bombardment (FAB) and tandem mass spectrometry have
been successfully used to evaluate the composition and purity
of synthetic peptide mixtures, but there are no limitations for
their use with purely organic libraries. When interfaced to
HPLC or capillary electrophoresis the ES becomes the most
powerful method for the characterization of even very complex mixtures, since the combination of the two techniques
allows the identification of compounds having chemical properties very similar. MALDI is a very a sensitive method and
can be used when very small amounts of sample are available.
In combinatorial chemistry, due to the high number of chemical manipulations required to synthesize libraries of compounds and to the high number of screening steps, automation
is unavoidable (Figure 7). Many research groups, both in academia and industrial settings are developing automated instru-

ON SOLID PHASE

IN SOLUTION

ñ large excess of reagents
allowed
ñ multistep synthesis
allowed
ñ easy workup-isolation

ñ all organic reactions
can be used
ñ no chemistry
assessment
ñ no linker/cleavage
chemistry
ñ unlimited product
quantities

ñ mix and split
possible

Fig. 8. Characteristics of solid phase and solution phase combinatorial chemistry

ments specifically tailored to these needs, and this technology
field is acquiring an extremely important role for the development of combinatorial technologies for the next millennium.
However, semi-automated instruments requiring little investment may be constructed in research lab with a low budget.
The screening steps required to decipher the active sequence from a molecular library are strictly related to the type
of library used, to the synthesis or preparation cycles needed,
and to the kind of activity wanted. Molecular libraries can be
prepared following chemical or biological approaches. For the
first case, libraries can be prepared free in solution or anchored
to solid supports, and for these two different situations different screening procedures are required. Resin-released libraries can be conveniently used for the search of molecules able
to interfere in solution with a specific biochemical recognition
event, such as in the case of hormone-receptor, antigen-antibody, or inhibitor-enzyme interactions. Screening can be conveniently performed evaluating the inhibitory activity of sublibraries, where the nature of at least one functional group of
the library is known in a predetermined position, on the assay
under consideration. In combinatorial chemistry many different types of libraries can be produced, by using solid phase
or solution phase methods (Figure 8).

Computer-Assisted Combinatorial Chemistry
and Molecular Design
The different technologies and strategies used in the production of combinatorial libraries are now so well developed
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that it is easy to plan synthetic schemes for the generation of
a huge number of compounds. Since the rate at which compounds can be screened does constitute a limitation to the use
of combinatorial technologies, it is important to be selective
about the compounds which are synthesized (Figure 9).
Computational methods are very valuable from this point
of view to assist in the design of combinatorial libraries. The
main requirement for lead generation is often to maximize the
range of structural types within the library with the expectation
that a broad range of activities will result. As a consequence,
diversity analysis is an important aspect of library design. The
diversity of libraries may be measured by the use of similarity
or dissimilarity indexes which make intermolecular comparisons possible. Measures of chemical similarity have been
developed for similarity searching in chemical databases. The
calculation of the similarity between two molecules involves
the characterization of the molecules by using chemical/struc-

tural descriptors, and then the application of similarity coefficients to quantify the similarity.
Moreover, Molecular Design uses various sophisticated
techniques of computer chemistry/molecular mechanics and
dynamics (QSAR, neural networking, etc.) for rational search
of candidate structures with desired properties and activity
with applications in pharmaceutical and chemical companies,
and its high tech. and reasonable cost requirements render it
suitable for use in SMEs in developing and in transition
countries. A clear tendency is observed in industrial companies developing new compounds (drugs, agrochemicals, catalysts, new specialty chemicals, new polymer materials and
other) to develop both the strategies (i.e. combinatorial technology and molecular design) in synergy (Figure 10).

Biological Methods

Libraries: Chemical Diversity

Classical
Medicinal Chemistry

Synthetic
Chemical
Oligomers

Chemical diversity

100

Decorated
Monomers
Biological
Peptides

RNA
Selection

Diversomers

Synthetic
Biological
Monomers

0
1

2

4

6

8

10

10
10
10
10
10
Number of molecules per synthesis

Fig. 9. Chemical diversity and number of molecules produced by
various concepts of synthesis

ìRandomî approaches

ìRationalî approaches
(MM/MD)

Biological methods for library preparation are mainly limited to peptide or oligonucleotide libraries. For peptide libraries, methods are based on the construction of a pool of clones
each one expressing a different peptide on its surface (Figure 11).
The peptides are fused to proteins normally expressed on
the surface of the microorganism used. Phage display libraries
are the most commonly used. Screening is accomplished by
incubation of the target molecule, adsorbed to a solid support,
with the phage population. Active phages will bind the target
even after extensive washing steps. Target-bound phages are
isolated and propagated by infection of E. coli and subjected
to an additional round of adsorption to the immobilized target.
This procedure increases both the number of active phages and
the stringency of selection, since harsher condition may be
employed in the washing steps to reduce the number of non-specifically bound phages. As for the case of synthetic libraries, iterative cycles of adsorption, washing, elution and propagation in E. coli are performed to enrich the phage population
in the active or in few active sequences. Active phages may
then be subjected to DNA sequencing in order to decode the
active peptide sequence.
The use of biological display libraries for the isolation of
peptide ligands is an interesting alternative to chemical libraries. Since 1985 (Ref.18), when this technique was first published, many fields of research have benefited from its use.
Phage Libraries

Integrated Combinatorial
Technologies
Computer Assisted
Combinatorial
Parallel
High/throughput
Chemistry
Synthesis (CC)
Screening
+ Molecular
Lead Discovery

Phage
displaying
random
epitope

Molecular Design
Epitope

Lead Optimization
Final Candidate (Drug, catalyst, new materials)
Fig. 10. Integration of combinatorial technology and molecular
design
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Web resources relevant to Combinatorial Chemistry and
Combinatorial Technologies
There is a sort of information explosion accompanying the
development of Combinatorial Chemistry and Combinatorial
Technologies and an almost exponential growth of publications and patents in the field. At the same time, several web
sites have been established providing updated information.
The most important are the following:
http://www.5z.com/divinfo/spos.html
This site is probably the best collection of papers/patents/
presentations/abstracts regarding combinatorial technologies
in all its aspects and applications.
Theoretically this link may bring the experienced scientist
almost everywhere in the field of Combinatorial Technologies, but we will highlight some other relevant web addresses:
http://www.combinatorial.com/
This site is based on a well known book titled ìThe
Combinatorial Indexî, written by B. Bunin and published by
Academic Press. The TOC is electronically available and the
new articles appearing are grouped consequently as for their
area. The site is devoted to synthetic organic libraries.
http://www.netsci.org/Resources/CCYP/top.html
This is the site of Network Sciences, which hosts an
electronic publication related to Combinatorial Technologies
and High Throughput Screening among other topics.
http://www.stemcorp.com/organic.htm
Website of STEM corporation, providing many links such
as: Discussion group for Organic Synthesis, Discussion group
for Drug Discovery and Synthesis, a Lab-Robotics Interest
Group and others.
http://www.dl.ac.uk/CDS/sps.html
Database of Solid Phase Synthesis from Synopsis.
http://pubs.acs.org/journals/jcchff/index.html
http://www2.interscience.wiley.com/issn/0006-3592/
http://www.bscipubl.demon.co.uk/cchts/
http://www.wkap.nl./journalhome.html/1381-1991
Websites of of the major scientific magazines in Combinatorial Technologies: respectively Journal of Combinatorial
Chemistry (to start in Jan 1999, ACS), Biotechnology and
Bioengineering (special issues on Combinatorial Technologies, John Wiley and Sons), Combinatorial Chemistry (Bentham Science Publishers) and High Throughput Synthesis and
Molecular Diversity (Kluwer).
Information on the ICS-UNIDO programme on Combinatorial Chemistry and Combinatorial Technologies, together
with a database on CC/CT can be found on
http://www.ics.trieste.it
Last but not least, several books and review papers dealing
with the topics of CC/CT were recently published20-25.

Conclusions
Combinatorial approaches have been introduced from the
beginning in the drug discovery field, given their tremendous
impact of the identification of new leads. Many active compounds have been selected to-date, following combinatorial
methodologies, and a considerable number of those have
progressed into clinical trials. However, combinatorial chemistry and related technologies for producing and screening large
numbers of molecules also find useful applications in other

Refer·ty
industrial sectors not necessarily related to the pharmaceutical
industry. Emerging fields of application of combinatorial technologies are diagnostics, the down-stream processing, catalysis and the new material sectors.
Many biotechnology/combinatorial-technology companies
have been founded in the last few years, with the primary goal
to design and produce highly diversified molecular libraries to
be screened on selected targets, and the vast majority have
definitely caught the attention of pharmaceutical companies.
At the same time, rapidly growing sectors of catalyst
design and new material design are going to influence chemical industries as well.
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Tecnogen S.C.p.A, Piana di Monte Verna, cLead Discovery
Department, GlaxoWellcome Medicines Research Centre, Verona, Italy): Concepts of Combinatorial Chemistry and
Combinatorial Technologies
A survey of basic concepts of combinatorial chemistry and
combinatorial technologies and a great impact of this new

approach on the traditional chemistry is presented. The main
fields of application of CC/CT are reviewed and the reasons
why CC/CT is so strongly needed and demanded are given.
Besides obvious utilization of CC/CT in drug discovery, agrochemical research and research and development of new materials and catalysts also gain from this approach. The paper
describes the origins and development of the technique, formed on the basis of probabilistic justifications. The applicability of combinatorial technologies and main combinatorial
tools are described together with computer-assisted combinatorial chemistry, molecular design and biological methods
of CC/CT. A list of important Web resources relevant to the
topic is also presented.
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